Processed timber
Spruce, pine

Koskisen processed timber offers a wide product range for all construction stages: both finished products for the end-user and semi-finished products for industrial usage. Long term customer relationships and quality developed in conjunction with the customer are the cornerstones of our production. We process pine and spruce.

Planed timber
The raw material for the planing mill is graded according the requirements of the customer and product as are the final quality, drying grade and packaging details. Products can be delivered with end matching, shrinkwrapping, special bundling and EANcoding in full or part-packages.

Primed products
Exterior claddings are primed with ecological water based primers under controlled conditions using an efficient vacuum coating method. The primer creates an excellent surface for adhesion of the top coat and at the same time protects the timber from moisture and sunlight before the final coating is applied. Products can also be supplied with different colour primers as may be required.

Applications
- Interior and exterior cladding
- Flooring boards
- Stress-graded, calibrated products
- Planed all around goods
- Log profiles
- Industrial semi-finished goods
- Accurate finished components
Technical specifications – Planed timber

The cross sectional dimensions of smooth planed timber. Available with sharp, chamfered or rounded edges as may be required.
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- Knotty pine
- Pine, few knots
- Live-knotted spruce
- Spruce, few knots

Additional information

Environment
Our raw material, wood is an ecological and renewable material and it stores carbon during its whole life cycle. Koskisen sawn timber products are manufactured in Finland according to the strictest sustainability principles. Koskisen is a pioneer in the Finnish forest industry in paying attention to the environment and the wood’s supply chain is always known in detail. Finnish forests are primarily privately owned and the owners are guided by a strong commitment to long-term forestry and forest cultivation. Yearly, Finnish forests grow more than they are harvested. This guarantees a sustainable and environmentally sound raw material.

Additional information
Wood is a living material and every piece of timber is unique. Therefore a photograph or a sample piece cannot represent a full sized panel as regards colours, shades, figure, knots etc. Please note that a slight colour variation is accepted between products.